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We present the results of room- and low-temperature measurements of second-order Raman scattering for
perfect GaN and AlN crystals as well as the Raman-scattering data for strongly disordered samples. A com-
plete group-theory analysis of phonon symmetry throughout the Brillouin zone and symmetry behavior of
phonon branches, including the analysis of critical points, has been performed. The combined treatment of
these results and the lattice dynamical calculations based on the phenomenological interatomic potential model
allowed us to obtain the reliable data on the phonon dispersion curves and phonon density-of-states functions
in bulk GaN and AlN.@S0163-1829~98!06840-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Group III-V nitride semiconductors GaN, AlN, and the
solid solutions are highly attractive materials because of t
great potential for development of optoelectronic devices
short-wave length optoelectronics and high-temperature e
tronics. In spite of remarkable progress in the growth of G
and related group-III nitrides and in the fabrication techno
gies of the devices using these materials,1 some basic prop-
erties of GaN and AlN~and among them phonon dispersio!
still remain poorly studied. The phonon spectrum is one
the fundamental characteristics of crystals. The behavio
phonon dispersion branches reflects specific features o
crystal structure and the interatomic interactions and, th
fore, gives the most comprehensive and detailed informa
about the dynamical properties of crystals. The phonon
persion curves are typically obtained by the neutro
scattering technique. However, the absence of GaN and
crystals of sufficiently large sizes makes neutron meas
ments difficult.

Several attempts have been made to calculate the ph
spectra for GaN and AlN. The phenomenological mo
treatments for hexagonal GaN and AlN have been repo
in Refs. 2–4, whereas theab initio calculations for these
crystals have been made in Refs. 5 and 6. However,
phenomenological calculations of phonon dispersion cur
and the phonon density-of-states~DOS! function in Ref. 4
were actually performed only for hexagonal AlN whereas
the hexagonal GaN the assumption of similarity betwe
GaN and AlN has been proposed. Theab initio calculations
of phonon dispersion curves are available only for hexago
AlN ~Ref. 5!, however, the data on the phonon DOS functi
are not given there. Finally, it should be noted that the sy
metry assignment of phonon dispersion curves at the B
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louin zone~BZ! points other thank50 as well as their sym-
metry behavior throughout the BZ~including ‘‘crossing’’
and ‘‘anticrossing’’ effects! have not yet been reported in th
literature.

The phonon dispersion curves can also be extracted f
the experimental data. However, as noted above, the m
direct neutron-scattering technique cannot be used for th
crystals. A less direct, but potentially very accurate meth
for probing the phonons with nonzero wave vectors involv
the analysis of the second-order Raman spectra. Sec
order Raman scattering is a high-order scattering proc
and all of the phonons throughout the BZ can be Ram
active. It is known that the features of the two-phonon sp
tra are determined by the peculiarities in the phonon D
function closely associated with the flat regions of the ph
non dispersion curves. It is also possible to obtain inform
tion on the phonon DOS function from the Raman spectr
of the sample having a strongly disordered crystalline latti
The efficiency of this approach has been demonstrated
amorphous silicon and other materials.7

As far as we know, no data on the second-order Ram
scattering in AlN have been published, and there is only o
work where an attempt was made to compare the seco
order GaN spectrum with the calculated phonon dispers
curves.3 There are no Raman data to our knowledge,
amorphous GaN and AlN or for GaN and AlN with
strongly disordered crystalline structure~for instance, as a
result of ion implantation! as well.

The goals of our studies were~i! to obtain detailed experi-
mental information on the phonon spectra of hexagonal G
and AlN at room and cryogenic temperatures by Raman s
tering; ~ii ! to perform a complete group-theory analysis
phonon symmetry throughout the BZ; and~iii ! to calculate
the phonon dispersion curves and DOS functions for G
12 899 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Potential function parameters of wurtzite GaN and AlN.

Ionic Force constants~mdyn/A!

charge~e!

Z B Ar (M -N1) Ar (M -N2) Ar (M -M ) Ar (N-N) Aa (N-M -N)
Aa (M -N-M )

GaN 1.14 20.17 1.89 1.89 0.10 0.10 0.20
AlN 1.25 20.22 2.43 2.18 0.20 0.10 0.16
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and AlN taking into account the experimental Ram
scattering data and the results of the analysis of the sym
try behavior of phonon branches.

II. EXPERIMENT

All of the samples studied were grown on the~0001!
a-Al2O3 substrates. The GaN samples were approxima
1-mm-thick layers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!
and the 50–70–mm-thick layers prepared by chloride
hydride–vapor-phase epitaxy~CHVPE!. A typical carrier
concentration in the layers was of the order of
31017 cm23. In special cases the samples with a high car
concentration of about 331019 cm23 were investigated. Th
AlN samples were initially undoped 5–7-mm-thick layers
grown by CHVPE. In order to obtain the disorder-induc
Raman scattering, Er ions~energy,E51 MeV; dose,F55
31014– 531015 ion/cm2! were implanted into these sample

The Raman spectra of the GaN and AlN layers were m
sured at temperatures ranging from 6.0 to 300 K usin
double grating monochromator and an Ar1 laser (l
5488 nm) as a source of excitation. Both the backscatte
and the 90° scattering geometries were used. Some ex
ments were carried out using a microscopic attachment
allowed us to record information when the incident beam
the edge of the GaN or AlN layer. A Ne lamp was used
precisely calibrate the monochromator. The accuracy of m
sured phonon frequencies was about 0.2 cm21.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Lattice dynamics model

To simulate the lattice dynamics of the GaN and A
crystals, a simple phenomenological model based on
-
e-

ly

r

a-
a

g
ri-
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it

a-

e

short-range interatomic potentials and rigid-ion Coulomb
teractions has been developed. In the model, the Coul
interactions are described by the rigid ion model~RIM! using
the only value, i.e., ionic chargeZ. The short-range force
field includes metal-nitrogen (M -N), metal-metal (M -M ),
and nitrogen-nitrogen (N-N) pairwise bond stretching forc
constants@Ar5(d2w/dr2)# complemented by theM -N-M
and N-M -N bending force constants @Aa5(1/r 2)
3(d2w/da2)#. No nondiagonal parameters were use
There are two nonequivalentM -N distances in the wurtzite
structure. Thus we used two differentM -N stretching force
constants: the first one (M -N1) was perpendicular to thec
axis and the second one (M -N2) was parallel to it. In order
to satisfy the static equilibrium condition, the first derivativ
of the short-rangeM -N potentials were considered, and t
parameterB5(1/r )(dw/dr) ~taken to be equal forM -N1
andM -N2 bonds! was involved in the calculations.

Thus the model corresponds to the mixed ionic-cova
nature of chemical binding. The values of the model para
eters were evaluated by fitting the available experime
data~with the exception of theB parameter determined from
the equilibrium condition!. However, our calculations hav
revealed that the inclusion of the upperB1 silent mode fre-
quency in the fitting procedure can considerably influe
the net result. This mode cannot be observed in the Rama
infrared ~IR! measurements, but itsab initio frequency esti-
mations are available in the literature.5,6 These values of the
B1 mode frequencies were used along with the experime
data~optically active mode frequencies and elastic consta!
involved in the fitting procedure for hexagonal AlN an
GaN. The model parameters are listed in Table I and
results of fitting thus obtained are given in Tables II and

In general, our approach is close to that used in Ref
and 4. However, the following features of the present mo
2

4
3
0

3
6

TABLE II. Zone-center phonon frequencies~cm21! of hexagonal GaN and AlN.

Mode GaN AlN
Calc.

this work
Expt.

this work
ab initio
Ref. 6

Expt.
Ref. 17

Calc.
this work

Expt.
this work

ab initio
Refs. 5, 21

Expt.
Ref. 20

T5300 K T56 K T5300 K T56 K

E2 ~low! 153 144.0 143.6 143 144 252 248.6 248.4 237 25
B1 ~low! 319 337 571 580a

A1 ~TO! 546 531.8 533.8 541 533 615 611.0 613.8 619 61
E1 ~TO! 554 558.8 560.2 568 561 673 670.8 673.4 677 67
E2 ~high! 565 567.6 569.0 579 569 667 657.4 660.0 667 66
B1 ~high! 728 720 778 765a

A1 ~LO! 734 734.0 736.6 748 735 881 890.0 894.0 893 89
E1 ~LO! 739 741.0 744.0 757 743 922 912.0 917.0 919 91

aEstimated from dispersion curves given in Ref. 5.
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TABLE III. Elastic constants~GPa! of hexagonal AlN and GaN.

El. const.

GaN AlN

This work Ref. 26 Ref. 25 This work Ref. 24 Ref. 2

C11 315 390 296 419 345 411
C12 118 145 120 177 125 149
C13 96 106 158 140 120 99
C33 324 398 267 392 395 389
C44 88 105 24 110 118 125
C66 99 123 88 121 110 131
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distinguish it from the preceding works.~i! The bend-bend
interaction is omitted. ~ii ! The Aa (M -N-M ) values are
positive. Note that the negative bending force constant
hardly be physically justified. According to our estimate
the negative bending force constants would provide the e
tic properties inconsistent with the measured ones.~iii ! The
condition that a shorter bond should be harder is satis
d. ~iv! The lattice under consideration is strain free~the
electrostatic compression forces are balanced by the b
tensions!.

By using the obtained parameter set, the phonon spe
for the entire BZ and the phonon DOS function were cal
lated within the standard schemes of the lattice dynamics8 by
using the CRYME program.9 To calculate the phonon DOS
function, the BZ was divided into 24324324 meshes, and
the symmetry was taken into account to reduce the num
of independent wave vectors. As a result, we obtained
phonon dispersion curves and DOS functions for GaN
AlN shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

B. Group-theory analysis

The symmetry of phonons in the hexagonal GaN and A
crystals was determined using the method of induced b
representations of space groups.10 This method allows one to
connect by symmetry the local atomic displacements of p
ticular atoms in the primitive cell and normal mod
throughout the BZ. GaN and AlN with the wurtzite structu

FIG. 1. Calculated phonon dispersion curves for bulk GaN. T
solid and dashed lines correspond to theL1 ~or T1! andL2 ~or T2!
irreps, respectively.
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belong to the space groupC6v
4 (P63mc) with two formula

units per primitive cell. Both Ga~Al ! and N atoms occupy 2b
sites of symmetryC3v . The results of the group-theor
analysis are presented in Table IV.

In Table IV, column 1 contains atoms occupying the W
ckoff positionq given in column 2 together with its coordi
nates and site symmetry group. Columns 4–6 contain ind
of small irreducible representations~irreps! induced by those
irrepsb ~column 3! of the site symmetry group according t
which the local atomic displacements~x,y,z! are transformed.
~The small irreps are labeled according to Ref. 11.! The in-
duced representations determine symmetries of phonon
the symmetry points of the BZ, which are given togeth
with their coordinates and little groups in the headings
columns 4–6. The sets of normal modes at the symm
points of the BZ are obtained by summing up contributio
of all the atoms in the primitive cell. As a result, we have

G point: Gac1Gopt52~G11G41G51G6!

52~A11B11E11E2!,

Gac5G11G65A11E1 ;

Gopt5G112G412G51G65A112B112E21E1

K point: 2~K11K212K3!;

M point: 2~2M11M21M312M4!. ~1!

e FIG. 2. Calculated phonon dispersion curves for bulk AlN. T
solid and dashed lines correspond to theL1 ~or T1! andL2 ~or T2!
irreps, respectively.
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TABLE IV. Phonon symmetry in hexagonal GaN and AlN.

Atom q b

G
~000!
C6v

K
~1

3
1
30!

C3v

M
~1

200!
C2v

Ga~Al ! 2b a1(z) 1,4 3 1,4
N ( 1

3
2
3 z) e(x,y) 5,6 1,2,3 1,2,3,4

( 2
3

1
3 z1

1
2 )
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At the G point, the correspondence between the two co
mon notations of irreps is the following:G15A1 , G4
5B1 , G55E2 , G65E1 .

To obtain the phonon symmetry, it is sufficient to analy
the points of theK set only. The phonon symmetry at oth
points in the BZ can be obtained from the compatibility r
lations. It should be pointed out that different space gro
having the same Bravais lattice can have differentK sets in
the BZ. For the hexagonal lattice, theK set in the holohedric
space groups~with the highest point symmetryD6h! consists
of G, A, K, H, M, andL points, which are isolated symmetr
points, whereas for theC6v

4 group the pointsA, H, and L
become points at symmetry lines. As a result, theK set re-
duces to theG, K, andM points, which are the points at th
intersection of thekz50 plane with these symmetry lines
Knowing the phonon symmetry at theG, K, andM points, we
can easily write the sets of normal modes at theA, H, andL
points using the compatibility relations. Hence,

A point: 2~A11A41A51A6!,

H point: 2~H11H212H3!,

L point: 2~2L11L21L312L4!, ~2!

taking into account that most of the irreps at these po
become complex conjugate and form corepsA11A4 , A5
1A6 , H11H2 , L11L4 , andL21L3 describing the degen
erate phonon states. This degeneracy is connected with
time inversion and can be lifted, e.g., by applying an exter
field.

We can see from Table IV that, from the point of view
symmetry both atoms, Ga~Al ! and N, contribute equally to
all the modes. In this case thez displacements of both atom
contribute to theG1 andG4 modes, whereas thex, y displace-
ments contribute toG5 andG6 .

From Table IV, one can also establish the symmetry
havior of particular phonon branches induced by particu
atomic displacements. Note that by using the compatibi
relations it is impossible to establish the one-to-one sym
try correspondence between the irreps ofG andK ~G and M!
points. Nevertheless, in Ref. 3 the following corresponde
between the modes:G1-K1 , G4-K2 , G5-K3 , and G6-K3
was suggested. However, the results of our analysis sh
e.g., that the symmetry behavior of phonon branches indu
by z displacements is as follows: (G1 ,G4)-K3-(M1 ,M4).
This means that two doubly degenerateK3 modes split in the
G-K andK-M directions transforming into two pairs ofG1
andG4 modes and two pairs ofM1 andM4 modes, respec
tively. For the phonon branches induced by thex,y displace-
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ments, one can see theG51G6 modes transform into the
K11K21K3 modes, which in turn transform into theM1
1M21M31M4 modes. The picture becomes more comp
cated when phonon branches intersect. It should be n
that when comparing our results with those in Ref. 3, o
should keep in mind that we follow the labeling of irreps
Ref. 11, which differ from the notation used in Ref. 3.
particular, the irreps labeled asG4 , A4 , G5 , A5 , G6 , andA6
in our case correspond, respectively, toG3 , A3 , G6 , A6 , G5 ,
andA5 in Ref. 3.

In the first-order optical spectra, theA1 ~z;xx,yy,zz! and
E1 ~x,y;xz,yz! optical modes are both Raman and IR acti
and both the longitudinal~LO! and transverse~TO! compo-
nents can be observed in the Raman spectra. The twoE2
~xx,yy,xy! modes are only Raman active and the twoB1
modes are silent modes. The overtones and combination
phonons in the second-order Raman and infrared opt
spectra obey the selection rules given in Ref. 3.

There is another restriction imposed on the phonon sy
metry for the phonons to be seen in the second-order Ra
spectra. The phonons should correspond to the extremum
the phonon DOS function that are related to the flat regi
~i.e., the zero-slope or critical points! of phonon dispersion
curves. The equation¹kv(k0)50 defining the critical points
k0 can be a result of symmetry~symmetry critical points! or
follow from a particular form of the interatomic interactio
potential ~singular critical points!. The symmetry critical
points are determined by the interaction potential symme
alone and are not affected by variations in the potential
rameters. These points can be obtained using the proce
described in Refs. 10, 12, and 13. In the procedure
should distinguish two cases:~i! Wave vectorsk0 and2k0
do not belong to the same wave-vector star~this case is not
realized in the space groupC6v

4 !. ~ii ! Wave vectorsk0 and
2k0 belong to the same wave-vector star~G, A, M, L, K, and
H points for the space groupC6v

4 !. In this case, for ak0 point
to be a symmetry critical point for a particular phonon d
persion curvev j (k0) described by a small irreducible corep
resentation (k0, j ), the following relation should be satisfied

( xv~h!uxk0, j~g!u22xv~h0h!uxk0, j~g0gg0g!u250,

hPGk0
~3!

wherexk0, j (g) and xv(h) are the characters of small irre
ducible corepresentation (k0, j ) and the vector representatio
of the little groupGk0

, respectively, andg05(h0ua0) is any

element with the propertyh0k052k01b. In turn, this case
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can be subdivided into two subcases:~a! Wave vectorsk0
and 2k0 are equivalent, i.e.,k052k01b ~G, A, M, and L
points for the space groupC6v

4 !. ~b! Wave vectorsk0 and
2k0 are not equivalent, i.e.,k0Þ2k01b ~K andH points for
the space groupC6v

4 !.
The symmetry analysis using Eq.~3! shows that only the

G andM points are symmetry critical points for all the ph
non branches, whereas the zero slopes of the calculated
non dispersion curvesv~k! at other points of the BZ~at K
andH, see Figs. 1 and 2! result from a particular form of the
interaction potential, i.e., theK and H points are singular
critical points.

C. Raman spectra of hexagonal GaN and AlN

We have thoroughly studied the polarized first-order R
man spectra of GaN and AlN at room and cryogenic te
peratures. The Raman spectra of these materials hav
cently been studied in Refs. 14–20. On the whole, our res
are consistent with the results of these works. The most
portant finding of our study is that all six Raman-acti
modes, i.e., 1A1(TO)11A1(LO)11E1(TO)11E1(LO)
12E2 , are observed in the spectra of GaN and AlN. T
polarization measurements of these spectra have reveale
excellent agreement with the selection rules given in Ref.
Thus, the obtained Raman data clearly demonstrate tha
samples under study can be characterized as high-quality
itaxial layers of hexagonal GaN and AlN. This conclusion
fully consistent with the x-ray data. The half-widths of th
rocking curves at the~0002! reflection measured in the~v!
scanning geometry were 130– 150 arc sec. TheG-point pho-
non frequencies obtained in this work for strain-free G
and AlN layers at room and helium temperatures are s
marized in Table II.

We have also studied the polarized second-order Ra
spectra for GaN and AlN and made an assignment of spe
features using the Raman selection rules and calculated
persion curves. In addition, a thorough analysis of the te
perature dependence of the second-order Raman spectr
performed. The frequencies of the main features observe
the polarized second-order Raman spectra of GaN~see Fig.
3!, together with their assignments to definite phon

FIG. 3. Second-order Raman spectra for GaN taken at ro
temperature for various scattering geometries corresponding to
A1 , A11E2 , E1, andE2 symmetries.
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branches, are consistent, in general, with those of Ref
However, there is a significant distinction. According to R
3, the doublet structure observed at 410 and 420 cm21 can be
attributed to theovertonesof transverse acoustic phonons
the symmetry pointsA ~or K! andM, respectively. In contras
to Ref. 3, we could not detect the actual doublet structu
The temperature dependence of the asymmetric feature
415 cm21 ~see Fig. 4! argues for its assignment to adiffer-
ence combinationof optical and acoustic phonons. This
also confirmed by the presence of a pronounced peak
415 cm21 in the difference DOS function obtained from ou
calculations. The analysis based on the group-theoretica
lection rules allows us to assign this peculiarity to the co
bination of optical and acoustic branches at theM point.

Figure 5 shows the polarized second-order Raman spe
of the AlN sample obtained at room temperature. Using
selection rules in combination with the phonon dispers
curvesv~k!, we tried to assign the features in the secon
order Raman spectra to the phonons of definite types of s
metry. There were several factors that made this task ra
complicated. First, the spectral region corresponding to
overtones and combinations of acoustic phonons also
cluded intense first-order Raman lines that made the inter
tation of this region very difficult. Second, the second-ord

m
he

FIG. 4. Polarized second-order Raman spectrum obtained at
ferent temperatures for the GaN layer.

FIG. 5. Second-order Raman spectra for AlN taken at ro
temperature for scattering geometries corresponding to theA1 and
A11E2 symmetries.
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Raman spectrum corresponding to combinations of
acoustic and optical phonons was a broad band with a po
defined structure. The low-temperature studies of this sp
tral region have not revealed any structure either. Third
was difficult to obtain the polarized spectra because of a v
low intensity of the second-order Raman spectra. For
reason, only the spectra corresponding to the polarization
which A1 andA11E2 phonons are Raman active were re
ably detected at room and low temperatures in the spe
region where the second-order processes resulting from
tering of optical phonons dominate and that has a w
defined structure. Thus the results given in Table V for A
should be regarded as tentative at this stage of research

D. Discussion

In the framework of the developed phenomenologi
model ~Sec. III A!, we calculated the phonon dispersio
curves and DOS functions for GaN and AlN using the e
perimental frequencies of the zone-centered phonons an
phonons at the BZ boundaries and the group-theory infor
tion on the symmetry behavior of phonon branches throu
out the BZ~Sec. III B!. In turn, the phonon frequencies at th
BZ boundary were estimated from the second-order Ram
spectra using the results of the group-theory analysis as
as the dispersion curves calculated at the previous app
mation step. So this is a self-consistent procedure.

Let us begin with the results for AlN. We have compar
the obtained dispersion curves with the ones derived fr
theab initio calculations of Ref. 5. No important difference
between our results and theab initio calculations were found
for the high-frequency dispersion branches. However,
situation was different for the low-frequency phono
branches along theG-(L)-K-(T)-M line near theK point
~see Fig. 2!. Our calculations have shown that along this li
the LA branch originating from theG1 (A1) mode and the

TABLE V. Frequencies~cm21!, symmetries and assignments
strongest modes in the second-order Raman spectra of hexa
AlN.

Frequency
cm21 Symmetry Process Point

512 A1 ,(E2) Acoust. overtone
611 A1 First order,A1 ~TO! G

657 E2 First order,E2 ~high! G

670 E1 First order,E1 ~TO! G

890 A1 First order,A1 ~LO! G

912 E1 First order,E1 ~LO! G

1048 A1 ,E2 Acoust, overtone and
acoust.-opt. comb.

1256 A1 ,(E2) Optic. overtone,@K3 ,M #2 K,M
1324 A1 Optic. comb. and

optic. overtone
1358 A1 ,(E2) Optic. overtone
1408 A1 Optic. comb.
1466 A1 ,E2 Optic. comb.,Mi3Mi M
1500 A1 Optic. overtone.,@Ki #

2 K
1590 A1 ,E2 Optic. overtone,@Mi #

2 M
Cutoff 1824 A1 ,E2 Optic. overtone,@E1 (LO)#2 G
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lower branch originating from theG5 (E2) optical mode be-
long to the sameL1 ~or T1! irrep. Due to this, they interac
and mutually repulse, thus manifesting an anticrossing eff
As a consequence, on approaching theK point, theK1 modes
belonging to theG5-K1 branch have higher frequencies tha
the K3 modes of the LA branch (G1-K3). These results are
consistent with our group-theory predictions. It should
noted that we performed our calculations by explicitly usi
the symmetry factorization of the dynamic matrix. Therefo
we were able to distinguish the branches with different sy
metries and thus to resolve rigorously the problem of th
crossing. The anticrossing effect mentioned above was
discovered in Ref. 5 where the phonon branch symmetry
not considered.

We have also compared the calculated phonon DOS fu
tion with the experimental results using the disorder-induc
Raman spectrum. Such an approach is justified since all
phonons are allowed to participate in the light scatter
from the disordered structure. In this case, the Raman s
trum should display the entire phonon DOS functi
weighted by the transition matrix elements involved in t
photon-phonon coupling during the scattering process. In
experiments Er-implanted AlN samples~energy of ions,E
51 MeV; dose 531015 ion/cm2! were studied. The dose fo
implantation was chosen so that no intense peaks co
sponding to the zone-center phonons were detected in
man measurements. The spectra were recorded atT56 K to
exclude the phonon occupation number. The lo
temperature Raman spectrum of Er-implanted AlN is sho
in Fig. 6 ~curvec!. To our knowledge, there is only one wor
reporting the experimental data on the DOS function of A
that were obtained in the low-temperature neutron studie
AlN fine powder.23 For comparison, Fig. 6 shows the phono
DOS function~curve e! taken from Ref. 23. It can be see
that curvesc ande are in an excellent agreement. Therefo
the Raman spectrum induced by defects in Er-implanted A
sample reveals all the peculiarities of the phonon DOS fu
tion in the regions of both optical and acoustic phono
Figure 6 also presents the calculated one-phonon DOS f
tion for AlN ~curved!. A good correspondence between t
calculated phonon DOS function, the disorder-induced R
man spectrum of Er-implanted AlN, and the experimen
phonon DOS function obtained from the neutron data fav
our model results.

Figure 6 also depicts the low-temperature second-or
spectrum with scaling the frequency axis by a factor of1

2 ~the
overtone approximation!. It can be seen that the basic fe
tures of this spectrum correlate well with the features of
neutron-weighted phonon DOS function. Thus the seco
order spectra can indeed be used as a test for model cal
tions ~see Table V!.

Now we turn to GaN. As noted above, theab initio cal-
culations of phonon dispersion branches for hexagonal G
are not available. The model calculations of phonon disp
sion branches for GaN were performed in Refs. 3 and 4
general, our dispersion curves for GaN agree well with
data given in these works for the low-frequency regi
~,400 cm21!. However, just like for AlN, they differ along
the G-(L)-K-(T)-M line near theK point where the anti-
crossing effects are essential~see Fig. 1!. Moreover, the be-
havior of the high-frequency optical phonons markedly d

nal
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fers from that reported in Refs. 3 and 4. To our belief, t
main reason for this is the value of the upperB1-mode fre-
quency which was taken in our calculations in accorda
with the recentab initio results and that is close to the L
(G1) mode frequency.6 As a result, our model predicts th
flatness of the high-frequency phonon branches in GaN
contrast, in Refs. 3 and 4 the position of theB1 mode was
taken to be much lower than the position of the LO (G1)
mode, similar to the situation for AlN. As a result, the a
thors obtained similar behaviors of the phonon dispers
curves of GaN and AlN.

Assuming that the disorder-induced Raman spectrum
also be used to check the correctness of the model calc
tions for GaN, we investigated Er-implanted GaN samp
Note that in this case lower implantation doses were su
cient because even for the dose of 131015 ion/cm2 the Ra-
man spectra of implanted samples did not exhibit the zo
center phonon lines. The low-temperature Raman spect
of Er-implanted GaN~curve c! and the calculated phono
DOS function~curved! are shown in Fig. 7. The major fea
tures of the calculated phonon DOS function and disord
induced Raman spectrum are seen to correlate well in
entire spectral region, thus confirming the validity of o
model calculations.

Figure 7 also presents the low-temperature second-o
Raman spectrum with scaling the frequency axis by a fa
of 1

2 ~curveb!. Its highest-frequency part in the form of tw

FIG. 6. ~a! First-order Raman spectrum of the AlN sample,~b!
second-order Raman spectrum of the AlN sample with scaling
frequency axis by a factor of12, ~c! Raman spectrum of the Er
implanted AlN, ~d! calculated phonon DOS function for AlN, an
~e! neutron-weighted phonon DOS function for AlN fine powd
taken from Ref. 23.
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peaks at 1385 and 1465 cm21 is seen to correlate with the
region of dispersion of the LO phonons~see Fig. 1!. Accord-
ing to our measurements and the data from Ref. 3, the p
near 1385 cm21 is due to the scattering processes originat
from the K point of the BZ. The position of the peak nea
1465 cm21 corresponds to that of the overtone of the zon
centerA1 ~LO! mode. However, as follows from our calcu
lations~see Fig. 1!, the upper optical branches are rather fl
thus providing a strong peak in the phonon DOS funct
close to the LO~G! position. It can be supposed that this w
lead to a peculiarity in the second-order spectrum at the
quency close to the overtone of the zone-centerA1 ~LO!
mode. In order to clarify the situation, we studied samp
with different carrier concentrations on the assumption t
screening of the LO modes by carriers will manifest itself
the second-order spectra.

Figure 8 shows the Raman spectra in the frequency reg
of interest for two samples. Spectrum 1 in Fig. 8 is obtain
for the sample with a low concentration of free carriers~of
the order of 131017 cm23!, which is evidenced by the pres
ence of a well-formed LO phonon near 735 cm21. Spectrum
2 in Fig. 8 is obtained for the sample with a high concent
tion of free carriers~of the order of 331019 cm23! as dem-
onstrated by the absence of the LO-phonon mode. As ca
seen from the second-order Raman spectra for these
samples, the low-frequency parts in the camelbacklike str
ture lying between 1340 and 1495 cm21 fully coincide,
whereas the high-frequency parts markedly differ. Thus

e
FIG. 7. ~a! First-order Raman spectrum of the GaN sample,~b!

second-order Raman spectrum of GaN sample with scaling the
quency axis by a factor of12, ~c! Raman spectrum of the Er
implanted GaN, and~d! the calculated phonon DOS function fo
GaN.
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obtained data indicate that only the high-frequency par
the peak near 1465 cm21 indeed corresponds to the overto
of the zone-centerA1 ~LO! mode. The remaining part of th
peak appears to be due to the flat character of upper op
branches.

Thus the whole body of the experimental and theoret
evidence points to substantially different behaviors of hi
frequency optical branches in hexagonal GaN and AlN
contrast to phonon dispersion in AlN, high-frequen
branches in GaN are flat for most of the BZ, thus creatin
high-frequency peak in the phonon DOS function. In o
opinion, the ‘‘immobility’’ of the heavy Ga sublattice is re
sponsible for the above effect. Indeed, the heavy Ga at
remain nearly motionless for the high-frequency modes
GaN. As a result, the N atoms vibrate in the isotropic field
the intratetrahedral forces and, therefore, the relevant
quencies are nearly independent of the atomic displacem
orientations and of the wave-vector values. This leads
small dispersion of the optical-phonon branches. This is
the case for the high-frequency vibrations of the AlN sub
tice in which the contributions of Al atoms are significa
Consequently, the LO branches display a large disper
throughout the BZ that accounts for the absence of peak
the high-frequency part of the phonon DOS curve.27–29

FIG. 8. Polarized second-order Raman spectra for the GaN
ers with different carrier concentrations~12n5131017 cm23, 2
2n5331019 cm23!.
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The flatness of the optical-phonon branches in cubic G
was also revealed in a recentab initio study.30 As a result,
the phonon DOS functions for cubic AlN~Ref. 31! and cubic
GaN were found to be very different in the high-frequen
region. Our results reveal the same difference in the dyna
cal properties of the wurtzitelike AlN and GaN.

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have carried out detailed studies of
first-order GaN and AlN Raman spectra at room and l
temperatures. The second-order Raman spectrum for
and the Raman spectra of strongly disordered samples
been obtained. It has been demonstrated that the pho
DOS function can be extracted from the Raman spectra
strongly disordered samples. Using the method of indu
band representations of space groups, we have perform
group-theory analysis of the phonon symmetry over the
tire BZ and determined which local atomic displaceme
contribute to them. We have also established the symm
behavior of particular phonon branches including the ana
sis of critical points of phonon dispersion curves. The co
prehensive approach including three different methods~Ra-
man scattering, lattice dynamical calculations, and gro
theory analysis! permitted us to establish the distinguishin
features of phonon dispersion curves and DOS function
GaN and AlN crystals. We have established that the up
optical branches of the hexagonal GaN and AlN crystals
hibit essentially differing behaviors.
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